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Prophet Attenborough and  
the documentary blockbuster: links 
Below are some links to support student pages 32–33.

Stories and iconography in 
secular science documentaries
One famous example was on Planet Earth II, where iguana 
hatchlings are chased by racer snakes.

•  www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p048sflc/planet-
earth-ii-1-islands Start at 20’50 and continue to 26’20 
(includes distressing scene of iguana death)

• Famous (shorter) 2-minute clip:  
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04dg42g

Watch some of the extracts below to see if you can see 
any parallels between biblical storytelling and those of 
scientific documentaries.

Suggested clips
Awesome stories: 
Blue Planet II, Episode 1: www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/
episode/p04thmv7/blue-planet-ii-series-1-1-one-
ocean

• Play the opening segment (02’40–07’40)
• (NB Blue Planet Live follow-up dolphin and plastic 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGfIsMMTbL4 – use this 
after the warning section below.)

Warnings of impact of human action; calls for 
changed behaviour 
Blue Planet II, Episode 4: www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/
episode/b09g5ks6/blue-planet-ii-series-1-4-big-blue

The threat of plastic (44’00–48’40) includes mother whale 
and dead calf extract.

Messages of hope: 
Blue Planet II, Episode 7: www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/
episode/b09jbn5f/blue-planet-ii-series-1-7-our-blue-
planet

Start at 39’20” – experts saying we can turn things around

Start at 54’30” for final segment of series: Prophet 
Attenborough challenges us all – the future depends 
on us.

The impact of nature documentaries
There is some evidence that Blue Planet II has had an 
impact on the lives of individuals, and on companies 
too, in terms of changing attitudes to plastics. Think 
how single-use plastic bags are less and less available in 
supermarkets, for example. Use Online Resource 10.2 to 
explore this idea.

Blue Planet effect

•  www.sciencefocus.com/nature/has-blue-planet-ii-
had-an-impact-on-plastic-pollution/

•  www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/mar/25/
plastics-revolution-marine-life

How is science presented 
in documentaries?
Dr Will Mason-Wilkes asserts that some science 
documentaries present a ‘religious portrayal’ of science, 
such as in Prof Brian Cox’s Wonders of Life series. He 
compares this with a ‘secular portrayal’ of science, as 
shown in the BBC series Bang Goes the Theory.

• Wonders of Life Episode 1:  
www.dailymotion.com/video/x6fcqrr

• Watch the final section, from 56’13. Note the style, the 
music, the language.

Dr Mason-Wilkes’ paper is available here:  
onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/zygo.12574

He contrasts Prof Brian Cox’s extraction of DNA  
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01466mm with the use 
of DNA analysis to work out what fish are in a fish pie in 
Bang Goes the Theory BBC Series 7 Episode 5 – transcript 
here: subsaga.com/bbc/science/bang-goes-the-theory/
series-7/episode-5.html

That particular episode is not currently available, but here 
are other examples of how science is presented: 
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLMrtJn-
MOYmevjX2ebcOx3hLUgbs4DGCD

The composer for Wonders of Life, David Schweitzer, 
reflects on his music for the series:  
www.davidschweitzer.net/wonders-of-life/
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Additional/alternative activities
Group work

Choose an environmental issue. Research it. Write a script 
with a visual storyboard that that could fit into a nature 
documentary to encourage people to change their minds/
behaviour about the issue. Create a story, using at least 
one of the religious and one of the secular portrayals of 
science shown in the table on p.33. From this, you can 
consider how useful religious-inspired narratives and 
messages are in persuading people to take action on 
environmental issues.

Creative written task

Write a magazine article with the title ‘Science needs 
religion to save the planet’.

In the article, consider the issue of how programmes on 
TV that are so influential in changing people’s views and 
behaviour on environmental issues rely on religious-type 
narratives. The article should enable you to sum up what 
you have learnt, then give two or three examples. The 
article could be finished with your view as to what extent 
religious narratives are present and important in these 
programmes.

Prophet Attenborough: continued


